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INTRODUCTION 
 
This article deals with a festival organised in Milingimbi, a Yolngu community in Northeast 
Arnhem Land, and has the objective of analysing its socio-cultural and political meaning.2  
 
Although Yolngu people in the community and in the region consider this event as a “wakal”, 
literally “play”, “amusement” and “entertainment” (also “joke”, “facetiousness” and “fooling 
around”) – not only for the adolescents and the children who have always been its main actors and 
spectators – it nevertheless constitutes a cross-cultural space to negotiate postcolonial realities in 
which Yolngu people are forced to live. Turning attention to dance performance, I suggest that this 
festival creates a space in which the intergenerational tensions within the community as well as the 
political conflicts between Indigenous communities and Australian Government institutions are 
displayed and negotiated. It is in this space that community members have the potential for 
formulating new socio-political and aesthetic syntheses that realign individual and community 
realities to historical circumstances in a continuing and rapid transformation.3  
  
All festivals I attended from the beginning of the nineties4 included rock bands, a competition 
among adolescents who choreographed and performed hip hop dances, dances adapted from the 
ceremonial repertoire, pantomimes performed by elders with educational objectives, and the 
performance of Christian songs known as “action dancing”.5 The meaning of the Festival emerges 
to the extent in which these performances tell their story and, dealing with specific socio-political 
issues, offer opportunities “of pure possibility whence novel configurations of ideas and relations 
may arise” (Turner 1967, p. 97).  
 
Dance can be one of most codified human practices yet, at the same time, one of the most flexible 
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forms open to interpretation and change, simultaneously an instrument of coercion and resistance, a 
faithful reproduction of social differences (for instance at national, generational and ethnic levels, 
cf. Desmond 1993), but also a way in which these differences are questioned and challenged. It can 
simultaneously be a reflection of shared principles and values yet also an arena for statements of 
individuality and autonomy.  
Turning attention to the ambiguity of performance, and going beyond the apparently banal and 
superficial aspects of these forms of play and entertainment, I suggest that they convey a host of 
meanings and are politically subversive in redefining the terms of the cross-cultural confrontation 
with Australian state institutions. In addition to the Milingimbi Festival, other expressive forms, or 
rather “performative politics” (Magowan 2000) that use dance as an instrument of mediation and 
negotiation in a true “Aboriginal diplomacy” (Tamisari 2006a, p. 117) include Christian gatherings, 
graduation ceremonies, shop and office openings, welcome and farewell ceremonies for politicians, 
ex missionaries (cf Morphy 1983), non-indigenous teachers and also anthropologists (Tamisari 
2005).  
The cross-cultural character of the Milingimbi Festival, and its different performances, stems from 
the objectives and perspectives of the organisers, actors and the participating public. As with the 
production, circulation and reception of Australian Indigenous visual art, in dealing with the role 
and meaning of performance at the Milingimbi Festival, it is necessary to enter into the  
“ ‘intercultural space’… of colonialism, primitivism and globalisation” (Myers 2002, p. 6). 
 
THE BEGINNINGS OF THE MILINGIMBI GATTJIRRK CULTURAL FESTIVAL. 
 
 The Festival started in 1984 as a musical event entitled “Music, Sound and Light Competition”, 
was renamed “Gattjirrk Cultural Festival” in 2004, and has been held annually to this day (see the 
web site: http://gattjirrkfestival.ning.com/). The Festival is a product of the social commitment and 
cultural vision that its “artistic director” and organiser, Keith Lapulung, has invested in the social 
and educative potential of music since the mid-Seventies after the formation of his rock band 
“Black Lizards”, now known as “Wirrinyga Band” (cf. Corn 2005, p. 31). 
Dunbar-Hall’s observations (2006, p. 122) on the song texts of the Wirrinyga Band can equally 
describe how the Festival aims not only at denouncing the problems local youths face in their daily 
lives but also at celebrating and strengthening fundamental values and practices at the base of 
Yolngu presence, persistence and survival.6 Paraphrasing Dunbar-Hall (2006, p. 123), the Festival 
deals with individual and community health – physical and moral – education, political 
collaboration, and reconciliation with the non-indigenous world. It has also the objective of 
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celebrating, educating and remembering, thus becoming a resource for understanding the past and 
surviving the tensions in the present. As a form of postcolonial discourse, like the songs, it 
demonstrates that Yolngu people contrast Western constructions and representations of the past by 
proposing their own version of history and reality (2006, p. 130).  
It is interesting here to note that the term “Gattjirrk”, chosen in 2004 as the new name for the 
Festival, is the same adopted by Milingimbi Yolngu teachers in 1993 to refer to the new bicultural 
school curriculum (Milingimbi CEC 1993, 1991; Ngurruwutthun 1991). The result of a long 
evaluation process politically directed to affirm Yolngu perspectives and autonomous decision 
making in education, the Gattjirrk Curriculum is a pedagogical program for primary and secondary 
schooling aimed at promoting and implementing the integration of Yolngu local knowledge, values 
and principles in compulsory education (Tamisari & Milmilany 2003). Like the curriculum, the 
Gattjirrk Festival has the general objectives of defining terms so as to enter into a dialogue with the 
outer world, or as the Yolngu would say, with the “balanda world” (“white” world), that is, with 
Government institutions, non-indigenous values, rules and practices imposed by white people that, 
since the beginning of colonialism, have been characterising all aspects of everyday life in this 
community and in the region.7   
 
“SHARING CULTURE” AND TAKING UP RESPONSIBILITY 
 
Following are extracts from the letter written by Keith Lapulung requesting a renewal of 
sponsorship for the 2004 Festival edition, reported here as they concisely state the Festival’s 
educational and cultural objectives and its overall vision in terms of an encounter with the balanda. 
Echoing the public speeches, images, metaphors and the types of performances at the Festival, the 
letter promotes the strengthening of local solidarity and identity through participation, and insists on 
the “sharing of culture” in terms of accepting difference, opening to change, and facing the 
difficulties in the encounter with the balanda.8 
 
Letter to the sponsors from Keith Lapulung. 
 
This year Milingimbi hosted the 21st music Festival, which is now called Gattjirrk Cultural 
Festival. The festival not only drew a crowd of approximately 500 people, but it also drew 
many Yolngu communities together from the region as well as a national audience through 
live radio broadcast by TEABBA throughout the Top End and other parts of the Northern 
Territory and Western Australia.9 
…… 
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From its very beginning in the mid-eighties to this year the festival has always aimed to 
draw people together to celebrate and strengthen cultural expressions and to promote the 
physical and spiritual well-being of the community.  
….  
The festival offers an opportunity for older people to encourage the young towards a 
healthy and active life style and towards taking responsibilities. The new Djambang Band 
from Milingimbi School has started dealing with these issues as their songs deal with 
themes such as petrol sniffing and the maintenance of a strong culture.  
 
These objectives are now condensed in the new festival logo which is inspired by the 
cultural significance of “lirrwi”, (charcoal embers). The centre represents the place where 
our cultural knowledge and power lie and the footprints along the four paths of different 
colours convey the message that different people can attain that knowledge by meeting and 
sharing together. The Festival, in fact, stands for the possibility of embracing difference 
through a recognition of a common ground. It is through dance, song, and other artistic 
expressions that we can share our culture and through this sharing we consolidate a strong 
foundation for future generations.  
 
Over the years this Festival has developed and changed, now more than ever its 
maintenance and growth are crucial to promote local solidarity and cultural awareness 
which nourishes the connection between present circumstances and the living wisdom 
from the past.  
…..  
 
As with other entertainment activities, for instance Australian Rules football matches or informal 
card gambling, the Festival cannot take place at the same time as funeral rituals, circumcisions and 
secret/sacred ceremonies regularly held in the community and in the region. These ceremonies, in 
fact, require everybody’s direct and indirect participation as they articulate the land tenure system at 
sociocentric and egocentric levels (Keen 1994; Tamisari 1998). As a consequence, the Festival 
dates are fixed at the last minute when all conditions are appropriate, and the setting up of the 
equipment can be completed in a few days of frantic activity.  
Although the Festival can thus seem to be antithetical to ceremonies, given the entertaining nature 
of the former in contrast to the solemnity and political significance of the latter, nevertheless it 
reflects the logic of ritual. As with ceremonies, in which dance is not only a modality to affirm and 
negotiate group and individual authority and land ownership through a detailed knowledge of a 
complex sign system (Tamisari 2002), the Festival is also a social responsibility taken with others 
and for others. The Festival performances play a crucial role and are equally socially and politically 
meaningful. It is in fact in dancing that everybody acquires specific knowledge and skills, learns 
one’s own responsibility through observation and practice, and claim rights in negotiating authority 
and redefining group and individual identities in relation to land (Tamisari & Milmilany 2003; see 
also Christie 1992, p. 12; Tamisari 1998).10 Just as for ceremonies, every Festival participant knows 
and learns one’s own role, rights and duties necessary to organise and coordinate the event in an 
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efficient manner.  
 
In order to show how the Festival offers a space where the young and the elders play their part, but 
especially where Yolngu and Balanda meet, participate and confront each other, I now turn to 
describe how the “sharing of culture” is conveyed in some images, speeches and especially two 
types of performances held at the Festival.  
 
The Festival logo: “Follow the footprints that lead to the fire ashes”  
 
The logo, designed by Keith Lapulung for the 2003 Festival edition, well conveys the centrality of 
notions such as confluence and encounter with others. It represents two crossing paths (as in an 
“X”) along which there are multicoloured footprints converging at its centre, which is referred to as 
the “charcoal embers” (lirrwi, or ganu’). In one of our conversations Lapulung explained to me that 
the footprints represent the different people who participate in the Festival: the young and the old, 
the different clan groups from the region, the Yolngu and the balanda; while the “charcoal embers”, 
namely the Festival, are the point of arrival, the moment of encounter, or, as stated in the letter 
above, “the connection between present circumstances and the living wisdom from the past”. In 
Lapulung’s words:  
 
“Dreamtime Wisdom, Modern-Time Vision” is like a story.11 It is like that ashes [ganu’] 
that burn at an old site where you and your old people had once let a campfire burn ... 
Well, our knowledge is encountered in the form of the ashes [ganu’] that had been burnt 
and buried in a fireplace. When you pick up ... that charcoal had been left there from the 
old people, there is a bit of knowledge that is hidden in those charcoals and buried, and this 
is like opening a filing cabinet through our knowledge. It’s Yolngu knowledge that is 
buried in the ashes so the interpretation of “Dreamtime Wisdom, Modern-Time Vision” [is 
that] it’s like a scope ... looking into ... the big picture that brings our reality—the 
formation of ... reality in our lives suiting today’s modern society and the knowledge that 
had been told in [elders’] stories. We still have to hold onto that ... because [of its] very 
important [and] vital role in Yolngu knowledge (Keith Lapulung, Milingimbi 2 July 2003).  
 
The fire ashes (ganu’ or lirrwi) refer to a host of meanings. Located in the front of almost every 
Yolngu house, the campfire is the centre of a residential group. It is around the hearth that the little 
great events of daily life take place: children play and adults spend most of the day and night, eat, 
talk, and receive guests. The campfire does not only stand for the sharing of everyday experiences, 
but, maintaining its location over the generations, it also connects the living to the deceased 
relatives who had animated it in the past. The fire ashes could thus be understood as the pulverised 
experiences that unite the living to the dead, the present to the past, the ancestors’ wisdom to the 
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present time.12  The camp fire and the fire ashes are thus not only a symbol of shared cultural values 
and practices, but are also the space in which to encounter the Other – both a member of one’s 
residential group and a stranger (mulkurr) – and a time in which one accepts and is accepted in 
terms of what one becomes for and with others through a process of personal acquaintance 
(Tamisari 2006b, 27ss). The fire ashes metaphor used in the Festival logo thus does not only refer to 
the intimate and generous nature of personal relationships in the domestic sphere (Carsten 2000), 
but rather the ways in which each person must be sensitive and open to the other, and, in each 
encounter, is called to verify and redefine the relationship in which one is sub/jected to the other 
(De Monticelli 1998, pp. 181-2; Tamisari 2006b). From this perspective, like the fire ashes, the 
Festival is a space and time, a medium and an event, a state of being and a doing in which 
“relationships between persons … [are] demonstrated and reevaluated from one day to the next”  
(Stasch 2009, p. 135), or, in Lapulung’s terms, in which ‘culture is shared’:  and the Other’s alterity, 
be it Yolngu or balanda, is accepted and confronted.  
The public speeches by the organisers and Christian leaders at different phases of the Festival 
elaborate this notion of “sharing culture” mainly in terms of the affirmation of each person and 
group’s singularity within an overall discourse of unity and solidarity (Slotte 2005). This rhetoric 
reproduces one of the main principles of Yolngu Law at the basis of political negotiations of land 
ownership that are expressed in a religious idiom.  The network formed by ancestral cosmogonic 
journeys, and how these are “reactualised” in ritual, is replete with images, symbols, performances 
and practices that affirm at once the similarities and differences, the autonomy and dependence, 
singularity and unity of individuals and groups. In Yolngu terms “we are the same”, or “we are on 
the same line, share the same songs and dances and the same sacred objects, yet we are different” 
(Tamisari 1998).13 However, it is the performances that propose new cultural syntheses or 
“performative tactics” with political potentialities (Tamisari 2007b). Drawing from de Certeau 
(1990), “tactic” is a game of power that, necessarily played in the enemy’s territory – the 
conditions, values, categories and definitions (festival/entertainment, performance style) operating 
in specific historical circumstances – takes advantage of any opportunity to announce the 
singularity and resilience of Yolngu presence and becoming. 
In what follows I will focus on two types of performance always present at these Festivals, namely 
hip hop and burlesque dancing that have recently been elaborated into a well rehearsed 
choreography entitled “Zorba The Greek Yolngu Style”, a real success at national and international 
levels.14  
 
HIP HOP AND BURLESQUE DANCING  
user  9/7/11 1:25 PM
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Since the very first edition of the Milingimbi Festival, children, from four to ten years of age, who 
usually dance individually in the space between the musicians and the public sitting on the ground, 
execute a series of frantic movements that make the public roar with laughter. With their back to the 
public, or with the lower hem of their T-shirts lifted up to cover their faces, all these children shake 
their bottoms in a circular motion know as “shakim”, while only the boys thrust their pelvis back 
and forth miming the sexual act. Some performers further elaborate the comic aspect of the 
burlesque body by caricaturising dance steps from the ceremonial repertoire. In these cases there is 
even more laughter from the public because these young dancers expose to ridicule what everybody 
knows to be a most serious dimension of Yolngu political negotiation expressed in ceremonial 
dancing. In the Festival context, the children and the youths are granted a “licence to joke” 
(Handelman & Kapferer 1974, p. 484) and within the limited space of the entertainment (wakal) 
they can ridicule the role and meanings ceremonial dance articulates in the negotiation of political 
relationships, and the distribution of rights and duties among participating individuals and groups 
(Tamisari 2002). They also show the elders their interests, influences and the realities they live in. 
However, if the political meaning of these improvised burlesque performances, and the laughter 
they produce, degrade and debase the “the high ceremonial gesture of ritual to the material sphere” 
– to the physical, sexual and trivial body (Bakhtin 1984, p. 20) – they affirm rather than destabilise 
the intergenerational hierarchical order that articulates the authority system (Redmond 2008, p. 
267).  
 
As with all the Festivals I attended, the central and usually the most anticipated part of the 1992 
edition was the competition of hip hop dances choreographed by some fifteen groups of adolescents 
from fourteen to eighteen years of age. To the rhythm of famous songs or techno remixes of that 
time, first the girls’ groups then the boys performed their original choreographies in front of the 
public. Each group was composed of a minimum of two to a maximum of four members (with the 
exception of a male soloist) dressed in the Afro-American hip hop style fashionable at the time: 
sneakers, miniskirts and tight T-shirts for the girls and track suits with hoods for the boys.  
While these performances clearly draw from the characteristic movement of the hip hop style, the 
Yolngu interpretation of these dances is more contained, structured and less improvised than the 
original model. The rotation of the hips and the shoulder shimmies, the crossed steps and about 
turns are performed by the girls with a modesty that discloses their shyness; similarly the steps and 
arm movement of the boys, that at the time were mainly drawing from Michael Jackson’s moves 
and “moonwalking”, were more spectacular but not as acrobatic as in the original breakdancing 
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style. In the 1992 Festival edition, these performances were judged by a jury of three elders, who, 
interpreting the public response, gave the first three prizes on the basis of the step difficulty, the 
originality of the choreography created for the occasion, the performers’ synchronisation and the 
virtuosity of solo dancers.15  
If the so-called “Aboriginal hip hop” is an urban phenomenon that can be traced back to the 
formation of some rap groups in the Indigenous Sydney suburb of Redfern starting from 1982 
(Mitchell 2006, p. 125), Yolngu interpretations of this imported Afro-American style are not less 
significative. In contrast with the urban “Aboriginal hip hop”, the Yolngu appropriations of this 
style have not yet elaborated musical and textual compositions, the so-called rapping.  However, 
the choreographies at the Milingimbi Festival similarly represent “a way of binding communities 
together through dance and performance” and are “a declamatory form of storytelling set to music” 
(Mitchell 2006, p. 136). Further, in the same way in which the urban hip hop message constitutes a 
means to express youths’ rage towards discrimination by proposing a different perspective on 
colonial history and affirming their cultural identity (2006, p. 136), the story of Yolngu hip hop 
dancers brings to the fore their specific experiences, as distinct from those of the previous 
generations, and a new way of dealing with, giving meaning to, accepting and contrasting the 
realities they live in.   
 
The phenomenon of a sui generis dance: “Zorba the Greek Yolngu Style”. 
 
On 20 September 2007, on the occasion of a local music festival held in Ramingining, one of the 
Yolngu communities in Northeast Arnhem Land, a group of ten Yolngu teenagers from Elcho 
Island,16 a nearby community in the region, presented a short item, a comic dance that made the 
Yolngu public roar with laughter.  Daubed with white paint and clad in the ceremonial loin cloth 
(naga) as if ready for a ceremonial dance, the three lines of dancers started moving to the 
accelerated disco-beat version of the famous Greek tune entitled Zorba.17 Filmed by someone in the 
public, the dance was then posted on YouTube (see the web site: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-MucVWo-Pw) on 2 November 2007, where in less than six 
weeks it was viewed 360,000 times with an average of 8,000 hits a day, crossing over community 
boundaries and reaching a vastly wider public.  
Each movement in the “Zorba the Greek Yolngu Style Dance” is a citation that refers the audience, 
both the Indigenous local public and the white spectators sitting in front of their computer screens, 
to precise and well-recognisable pop culture elements: the Michael Jackson side head turns and 
steps, the foot lifts and feet crossing of Greek dancing, the stomping of Yolngu male stepping style 
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and some arm movements used in ceremony, the wide leg posture depicted in the early British 
images of “corroborees”,18 the Charlie Chaplin walk, women’s style disco dancing, rope skipping 
and basketball handling movements. All put together smoothly through shoulder shimmy moves, 
puppet-like actions, and pelvis thrusts and bum shakes. 
 
Although this type of performance is not a new cultural form in the context of local music festivals 
held annually in the Arnhem Land communities, the “Zorba the Greek Yolngu Style” dance does 
not simply negotiate social change, nor merely strengthen Yolngu identity. Born from the 
improvised burlesque dances described above, this well rehearsed choreography becomes 
subversive and acquires political potential by breaking out of community confines. The 
performance not only confirms the role of dance as a means of contesting authority in 
intergenerational relationships, but it shows how dancing can be a “performative tactic” (Tamisari 
2007b).  
It is by putting on stage the ambiguities and contradictions of Australian multicultural policy that 
the performance destabilises the radical alterity that this policy assigns to Australian Indigenous 
peoples, in order to build a unique and morally renewed national identity. The dance’s political 
potential thus does not lie, as in the urban context, in the appropriation of the Afro-American model 
in order to offer an alternative to the colonial and neo-colonial Australian history (Mitchell 2006), 
nor simply in the claiming of an intergenerational perspective at local/community level, but rather 
in dealing with key themes of racial relations, identity construction and the notion of authenticity in 
the socio-cultural, political and moral recognition of Indigenous people characterising the Country’s 
multicultural policy (Tamisari 2008). Its subversive potential emerges particularly with the 
audience in cyberspace. The thousand comments that accompany the original video since it was 
posted on YouTube leave no doubt about the criticism this performance raises against the 
stereotypical representations of Indigenous and Greek identities, strong accusations against the 
notion of authenticity, and a condemnation of the consequent cultural essentialisms and racist 
stances.  
I would like to propose that it is the humour of this dance and the laughter unleashed by the Yolngu 
burlesque bodies that gives significance to this performance as a political act or performative tactic.  
Based on a series of well orchestrated oppositions, contradictions and ambiguities 
(ceremony/everyday, formality/informality, Yolngu/pop dance, high/low culture, Yolngu/Greek 
identity, gravity/frivolity, authentic/invented custom, tradition/modernity) the performance not only 
stages the life of Yolngu youth in these communities but in doing so it plays politics by mocking its 
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distant audience’s expectations of an authentic ab/original culture, of primitive and awe-inspiring 
customs.  
As mentioned above, these types of burlesque performances are common at music festivals in this 
region, and from this perspective we could talk of a well-established genre of Yolngu “popular” or 
“minor” theatre as conceived and developed by Dario Fo (1987, p. 109, see also Fo 1997) for the 
Italian tradition he calls “giullarata”, a form of popular farce that takes its name from the jester 
(giullare), namely the roving minstrels and court fools of the Middle Ages (Scuderi 2004, p. 65; 
Scuderi 2003 p. 276ff). Like Fo’s giullarata, a theatre based on improvised performances – 
including mime, pantomime, clowning, slapstick, obscene gestures, and grotesque movements – the 
Yolngu burlesque dance is a minor genre of performance that is mistakenly “considered frivolous 
and aimed solely at making people laugh” (Fo interviewed by Stephanson and Salvioni 1986 p. 
163); and it is popular not in the sense of being vulgar and common but, rather, radical and highly 
political (1986, p. 163). As with Fo’s popular farces, these short dances are subversive because, 
giving space to people’s unofficial realities and perspectives, they irreverently mock the fixation on 
classification, representations and models of Aboriginality imposed and constantly reproduced from 
the outside (Langton 1993). This is truly a “theatre of situation” (Fo 1987, p. 124) where the 
dancing jesters develop a tension that debunks and systematically deconstructs “white narratives” 
and categories that “take in and nail the public” not to the chair but rather to the computer screen.  
What Fo (interviewed by Ballerini & Risso 1978, p. 43) calls ‘situation’ and defines as a “thrusting 
ahead the conflicts that exist between people”, is a contest where the roles of performers and 
spectators are inverted and subverted: those who classify and own the means of representation 
become the represented, those who are usually the object of (aesthetic, spiritual) desire become the 
ones who are desiring, and those who are defined as traditional become post-modern.  However, “ 
… [O]n the borderline between life and art” (Bakhtin 1984, p. 8), these dancers use the burlesque as 
a mirror not only to invert the roles in the politics of representation, but they also forcefully expose 
the discourse and practice of hegemonic multiculturalism in Australia (Lo 2000, p. 158).  The 
performance is grotesque as it derides what, tongue in cheek, Lo (2000) calls “happy hybridity”, 
namely one of the most insidious discourses by which, since the Seventies, Australian 
multiculturalism has been promoting and celebrating the harmonious fusion of cultures where 
“difference is absorbed into the status quo” and thus easily controlled (2000, p. 167, see also Hage 
1998).   
The humour of the performance, and the laughter it elicits, emerges from mocking the threateningly 
radical and racialised alterity that Australian multiculturalism has tried to appropriate in the 
construction of a distinctive national identity (Hage 1998; Tamisari 2008). “The conflict that 
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occupies the stage” (Fo in Ballerini & Risso 1978, p. 43), and that is partly determined by the 
spectators’ participation through laughter, is the slapstick of “happy hybridity”: a model that 
reproduces the racialised difference that attracted yet terrified the British colonists, and may 
threaten and inspire with awe the white audience of today (Bruce& Callaway 1991, Tamisari 2010). 
Paraphrasing Bakhtin, the essential principle of the Yolngu grotesque realism is the degradation of 
the high, ideal, abstract discourse of cultural difference promoted by Australian multiculturalism to 
the material sphere of a racialised body that remains uncontained and uncontrollable.  The irony of 
Yolngu grotesque realism is not so much the reversing of roles, the mimetic mocking of the Other, 
but rather the debunking of new forms of racism masked as celebration of cultural difference. In a 
true Yolngu carnival spirit (wakal) that, as Fo (1997) reminds us, “speaks for its own time”: 
“[l]aughter purifies from dogmatism, from the intolerant and the petrified: it liberates from 
fanaticism and pedantry, from fear and intimidation, from didacticism, naiveté and illusion, 
from the single meaning, from the single level, from sentimentality. Laughter does not permit 
seriousness to atrophy and to be torn away from the one being, forever incomplete. It restores 
this ambivalent wholeness” (Bakhtin 1984, p. 123).  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Milingimbi Gattjirrk Festival’s growing success, from its beginning to its recent national 
visibility with the “Zorba the Greek Yolngu Style” dance, should make us reflect on the seriousness 
of play (wakal) in the study of postcolonial and neo-colonial relations in Australia. However, as 
emerges from Keith Lapulung’s letter to the sponsors cited above, if the main objective of the 
Festival is educational, and in particular is aimed at improving the physical and spiritual condition 
of the community, consolidating local solidarity and “sharing of culture” with others and especially 
with Whites (balanda), the subtle dynamics in the encounter with alterity are revealed by the 
potential of the performances. I suggest that the Festival performances, such as the improvised 
burlesque dancing and its elaboration into the well conceived and rehearsed “Zorba The Greek 
Yolngu Style” dance – a citation and fusion of all other styles – show that the Milingimbi Festival is 
not only a space for promoting aggregation and education but rather it offers a host of creative 
opportunities. First, this cultural creativity emerges from the plurality of performances – Christian 
“action dancing”, dances adapted from the ceremonial repertoire, pantomimes, burlesque and hip 
hop choreographies – that, staging the realities, experiences and visions of different sections in the 
community, propose new cultural syntheses or, rather, “performative tactics” with political 
potential. However, second, the burlesque performances are not only a means by which adolescents 
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can express their experiences, but offer them an opportunity to take up the responsibility of 
negotiating their social and political position within the intricate network of intergenerational 
relationships, and within power relations with white society. Thus I suggest that the Milingimbi 
Festival is a community event that reproduces and often amplifies the same dynamics of 
participation and responsibility operating in Yolngu ceremonies, and it is from this perspective that 
it is necessary to approach its socio-cultural meaning. The ambiguity of dance in all its forms offers 
a means for everybody to adapt to postcolonial circumstances while maintaining a degree of social 
and political autonomy, articulated in terms of potential openness, and participation in the respect of 
difference. The organisers’ vision and framing of the event – both in their speeches during the 
Festival and on the recent web site, the image of the logo, and the performances elaborate one of the 
founding principles of the Yolngu socio-political system: the affirmation of each individual and 
group’s singularity within a unitary discourse of connection and solidarity, the respect of 
everyone’s autonomy and dignity within the recognition of a mutual interdependence (cf. Myers 
1986, p. 159ff). In Yolngu terms, each dance is a declaration of being “the same but different”, 
literally “one and many”, (wanggany ga dharrwa), “together and alone” (rrambangi ga ga:na) 
“close and far apart” (galki ga barrkuwatj cf. Keen 1994, p. 37ff).  
The political potential of these performative tactics, what could be called “multiculturalism Yolngu 
style” reaches its most sophisticated and efficacious expression in the performance “Zorba The 
Greek Yolngu Style”. The dance does not simply negotiate change by dealing with external 
challenges and “making sense of the other” (Sweet 1989, p. 63), nor is it a form of resistance and 
protest counter-appropriating western musical, performative and discursive techniques (Michaels 
1989, p. 27). In their own ways, all Festival performances, and in particular the “Zorba the Greek 
Yolngu Style” dance, speak for their own time, thus creating a border zone, or intercultural space 
where the actors and spectators in the same local or virtual community stage the drama of an ever 
evolving confrontation (Bruner 2005, p. 18; Magowan 2000, p. 317); a conflict that demonstrates 
how play, entertainment, laughter and, more generally, the sense of humour are key “performative 
tactics” in the encounter/contestation with alterity, and thus worthy of attention and in-depth study.  
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1 I wish to thank my waku Keith Lapulung Dhamarandji, founder and organiser of the Festival, for having shared his 
vision with me as well as for his friendship, generosity, trust and support over the years.  
2 Milingimbi is one of the five Yolngu communities in the Northeast Arnhem Land region that extends from Cape 
Stewart in the West, near Maningrida, and the Koolatong River in the Southeast, near Yirrkala, and includes the 
settlements of Galuwin’ku (also known as Elcho Island), Gapuwiyak (also known as Lake Evella), Yirrkala (also 
known as Nhulunbuy) and Ramingining.  
3 Established as a Methodist Mission in 1921, Milingimbi is populated by members of the groups who once inhabited 
the inland areas of the Northeast Arnhem Land coast. With the withdrawal of the Methodists and the beginning of the 
Federal Government’s self-determination policy in 1973, Milingimbi became an “Incorporated Community” and was 
made to adopt and follow bureaucratic structures and procedures (for instance the distribution of welfare cheques, 
health services and house allocations) regulated and controlled by the locally elected Milingimbi Council under the 
direct administrative and political management of the Northern Territory and Commonwealth Governments. 
4 I attended the festival editions held in 1990, 1991, 1992, 1998, 2000, and 2004. I video recorded the festival in 1998 
and conducted several formal and informal interviews with Keith Lapulung, founder and organiser of the Milingimbi 
Festival.  
5 Most probably developed on Elcho Island within the Christian revival movement, better known as the “Aboriginal 
Pentecost” (Gondarra 1993), “action dancing” has become a popular form of Christian expression in the North and 
Central Australia (Magowan 2007, p. 163). In one or more lines, mainly groups of women perform a series of arm 
movements to Christian hymns in English and local languages played by a tape recorder. The most common and well 
known gestures are continuously enriched by others choreographed for new songs and occasions: for example, the arms 
stretched in a form of a cross refer to crucifixion, arms crossed on the chest refer to love, crossed wrists in front of the 
face is sin, hands that cross several times from below to above the face means the Holy Spirit, the body bending in turn 
to the left and to the right is repentance, the right hand that from the chest is stretched to the right pointing upwards 
refers to faith and devotion in God (Brady 1989).  
6 The song collections of the Wirrinyga Banda are: “Dreamtime Shadows”, Central Australia Aboriginal Media 
Association (CAAMA 1990), “Dreamtime Wisdom, Modern time Vision” (CAAMA 1995). 
7 In contraposition with the term “Yolngu”, literally “person” and by extension “black person” or “Aboriginal”, the term 
“balanda” refers to all non-indigenous, and by extension, to white people.  
8 Significantly, the title of the 2009 Gatthirrk Festival was “Building Bridges, Connecting Cultures, see the recent 
Festival web site at: http://gattjirrkfestival.ning.com/ (last accessed on 12 October 2010).  
9 “Top End Aboriginal Bush Broadcasting Association” (TEABBA) is a satellite radio network that offers operational 
support to “Remote Indigenous Broadcasting Service (RIBS) in twenty-nine Indigenous communities in North 
Australia. See the web site: http://www.teabba.com.au/, last accessed on 15 October 2010.  
10 It is interesting to note that ceremonial dancing was also central to the implementation of the first bicultural 
curriculum, now called Gattjirrk Curriculum, because, as for the ceremonies and the Festival, it articulates a series of 
principles for an educational process based on the acquisition of bigger socio-cultural and political responsibilities 
characterising each progressive phase of individual maturity  (cf. Tamisari & Milmilany 2003).   
11 Title of one of Wirrinyga Band’s music CDs.  
12 The Yolngu expression: “dhaara ganungur” (to stand in the fire ashes) is used to refer to the cultural identity of an 
individual who connects to the knowledge transmitted by the ancestors and who takes up the responsibility of 
respecting this knowledge by renewing it in the conviviality of everyday relationships (Tamisari 2007a, p. 153). 
13 Each group’s singularity is express in the execution of songs, dances and designs that can, according to context, 
emphasise closeness or distance, unity or autonomy of connected groups, highlighting or eliminating differences in 
melody, language, narrative, musical structure, dance movements and choreographies (Keen 1994 pp. 44 and 149; 
  16 
                                                                                                                                                            
Morphy1984 p. 20). In ceremonies, ancestral presence is ‘reactualised’ when ancestral actions of movement, trajectory 
and naming are recomposed in the visual, poetic and musical dimensions of performance. Ancestral presence manifests 
itself in complex synestesia in which the song text evokes movement rather than sound, the visual becomes musical in 
the dance and the music becomes visible in the designs and choreographies (Tamisari 2005p. 52; on synestesia in 
Yolngu ceremonial songs see Magowan 2001 pp. 44-5; see also Feld 1996 pp. 92-4). 
14 For further description and discussion of other performances present at each Milingimbi Festival event, such as 
Christian or “action dancing” (Brady 1989), and pantomimes, see Tamisari 2010b in press.  
15 Some of these dance criteria are similar to the ones appreciated in ceremonial dancing, see Tamisari 2002.  
16 Originally the group of dancers, later named “Chooky Dancers”, was composed of Lionel Dulmanawuy, Daren 
Matan, Jarvin Dhulinyjarra, Aaron Djilmilkinya, Lawrence Lambarr, Gerald Dulanydjun, Nathan Guymungura, Terry 
Nupurra, Justin Ganapunbun and Terrance Marrwa.  
17 Zorba’s dance was originally written by Greek composer Mikis Theodorakis for the film “Zorba the Greek”, directed 
by Michael Cacoyannis and released in 1964. One of the most well known symbols of “Greekness”, it is interesting to 
note that this music was in part the result of Theodorakis’ commitment to promote popular music forms (such as the 
rebetika songs associated with the urban low-life milieu) to create “a new music ‘vernacular’, one that appealed to a 
broad audience while making a socio-cultural impact” (Mouyis 2007, p. 26).   
18 See the drawing “Aboriginal Dance” by Mickey of Ulladulla 1862, State Library of New South Wales.  
